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The abundance of copper and copper compounds within the crust of the Earth and the well characterized coordination
chemistry of copper species has led to investigation of copper as a catalyst for several different chemical reactions. Among
the most notable of these has been the application of copper containing compounds to water oxidation. The chemistry
used in this reaction has thus far been dominated by expensive materials containing the rare metals ruthenium or iridium.
In this presentation we study several copper species which have attracted interest in this field including CuOH(H2O)n+
clusters and Cu(II) oligoglycine complexes. We find that in the case of CuOH(H2O)n+ clusters that the undercoordi-
nated CuOH(H2O)+ cluster has a strong affinity towards activating D2 while the higher coordinated CuOH(H2O)2+ and
CuOH(H2O)3+ clusters show no propensity for the activation of D2. In the case of the Cu(II) oligoglycine complexes
we find that the charge environment strongly affects the diagnostic CO stretch frequencies, creating a clear spectroscopic
fingerprint for assessing the charge and interactions within these systems. Despite the small size (6-12 atoms) of the
CuOH(H2O)n+ clusters electronic structure methods including DFT and MP2 give poor agreement with the experimental
results while DFT calculations on the relatively large Cu(II) oligoglycine species show excellent agreement with experi-
ment.
